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"This invention relates to an improvement, in 

concentric conductor transmission lines. 
One form of concentric conductor line kraOwn 

heretofore comprises a tubular inner conductor 
disposed in a tubular outer conductor and Spaced 
concentrically therefrom by insulating ringS, or 
the Hike, Innotunted on the periphery of the inner 
conductor at interValS therealong. Ira Such ar 
rangements the insulating rings are held in plroe 
on the inner conductor in ?ne of the following 
ways: (d) friction, (?) crimping the inner con 
ductor on both Sides of the inStulating ring, (c) 
Soldering meta1 rings on the inner conductor on 
both Sides of the instulating ring, 8nd (d) - Spring 
ing resilient wires on the inner conditlctor on both 
Sides of each insulator. 

Accordingly, these insulating ringS create gaps 
between themselves and the inner conductor 
along a radial extending from the center of the 
line, and, in addition, introduce between the in 
ner and outer conductorS a relative?y large maSS 

, of material. which has a high dielectric constant 
compared to air or gaS Surrounding it and Which, 
in addition to increasing the dielectric losses that 
are proportional to the maSS of this material, 
8lters the distribution of the electroStatic field 
and consequently the distribution of · Voltage 
gradient on the outer Surface of the inner con 
ductor. "This distribution would be uniformn for 
8, 1ine aSSumed to have a uniform air or gas di 
electric intervening exclusively between the ira 
ner and outer conductors, or a line provided with 
insulators h8wing a dielectric constant equivalent 
to that of. the Surrounding air or ga:S, if Such were 
possible. However, Since a solid material having. 
a. dielectric const8nt equivalent to that of air or 
|gas is physically non-existent, the nearest ap 
proach, to the desired condition of’’ 8 uniform air 
or gas dielectric is realized with an insulator hav 
ing . Innininnllum InnaSS. • 
These alterations in the distribution of voltage 

gradlent cause Substantial increalSes of Voltage 
gradient in the Vicinity of the insulating rings 
and frequently result.in-the production of rela 
tively Steep Voltage gradients on the outer Surface 
of the inner conductor, particularly if any gaps 
intervene between the inner conductor and the 
insulating ringS. Consequently, there may be 
produced in the Vicinity of the insulating rings 
corona, ' and flash-?ver by signaling Voltages ap 
plied to the line and having magnitudes substan 
tially less than those that would otherwise be 
required to produce corona, and flash-ower on a 
concentric line of the Same - cross-sectional di 
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mensions and having air or gas dielectric inter- 55 

Vening exclusively between the inner and Outer 
conductorS. 

Also it may happen that either in Slipping the 
outer conductor onto t?he inner conductor or in 
handling an aSSembled concentric conductor line 
in the field, the instulating ringS Would be Sub 
jected to longitudinal displacement on the inner 
conductor. Such movement tends to change the 
concentric relation between the inner and Outer 
Conductors, thereby causing further Variation in 
the distribultion of the Voltage gradient, on the 
outer Surface of the inner conductor. 
Concentric conductor lines may be used in 

the transmission of broad band signaling waves 
in the manner disclosed in the patent of I ?. 
ESpenschied et al. No. 1,835,031 issued December 
8, 1931. » 
According to this invention there is provided 

8 Concentric conductor line - embodying pin-type 
insulatorS in Which the fiash-over factor of such 
inSulators is higher than that of the line per Se. 
One object of the invention is to provide a con 

Centric conductor system which, for a given cross 
Section and conductor diarneter ratio, allows the 
efficient transmission of maximum signaling volt 
8&eS, Substantially equivalent to those that would 
be tranSmitted by a concentric conductor System 
Of the Same dimensions but embodying ideal in 
Sulating arrangements. 
Another object is to provide highly efficient 

inSulation for the transmission of signaling cur 
Irentis embracing a Wide band of frequencies. 
Another object is to provide a substantial re 

duction' in the cost of manufacture. 
A further object is to provide in effect a mimi-- ̀  

Imurn disturbance of the dielectric intervening 
between the inner and outer conductors. • 

· Another Object is to improve the voltage flash 
OVer factor of the insulators. 
Another object is to reduce the voltage gradient 

On the Surface of the inner conductor, in the 
Vicinity of the points of engagement between the 
inner conductor and the insulators. 
A further object is to provide for wide distri 

btition Of the electrostatic lines of force in the 
Vicinity of the points of engagement between the 
inner Conductor and the insulators. 
In 8, Ipreferred embodiment of the invention, a · 

COn:Centric Conductor line comprises inner and 
Outer Conductors of which the inner conductor 
is prOVided With a plurality of pairs of diametri 
Cally aligned OpeningS Spaced therealong in such 
Imanner that adjacent aligned pairs are angu 
larly dispOSed relative to each other. The open 
ingS of each. Bligned pair have different diame 
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ters and are 8rranged such that the opening of . 
larger diameter is formed with an internally 
projecting perimeter. In each pair of aligned 

- ’opendungs is disposed one end of an elongated in 
Sulator whose opposite eud engages the inner Sur 
face of the outer conductor. "This arrangement 
aSSures concentric Spacing of the • inner conditic 
tor within the outer conductor 8nd Bit the Same 
time improves the flash-over factor of the Hine 
in the vicinity of the individual insulators as a, 
relatively low potentia1 gradient is provided in 
the vicinity of the point of engagement between 
the internally projecting perimeter and the elon 
gated insulator disposed therein. 

· This invention will be readily understood from 
the following description taken together With the 

· accompanying drawing in Which: 
Fig. 1. is' a sectional View of a concentric con 

ductor line illustrating a, preferred form of the 
invention; • 

IFig. 2 is an end of Fig. 1; • 
Fig. 3 is a sectional View showing a distribution 

of electroStatic lines of force obtained in accord 
8nce With the invention;.8nd 

Figs. 4 8nd 5 are modifications Of ??ig: 1. 
Referring to Fig. 1, 8 concentric conductor line 

I0 comprises an outer conductor I I and an inner 
conductor I2 8nd in which the latter is provided 
with a plurality of pairs of diametrically aligned 
openings 13 and I4 Spaced at interWals there 
a?ong. Of each pair, opening I3 has a diameter 
which is preferably larger than that of opening 
|14. Also, preferably each opening I3 is angularly * 
disposed 120 degrees relative to adjacent open 
ings 13 while each opening 14 is similarly dis 
posed relative to adjacent openingS 14 8s shown 

` - in Fig. 2. The larger opening I3 of each aligned 
. pair is formed With an internally projecting 
|perimeter I5 for a purpose that Will be presently 
explained. It is understood that adjacent pairs 

· of aligned openingS 13 and 14 may be disposed 
relative to each other in any Suit8ble angular 
relation in addition to the manner mentioned 
above. - .. '' 

?. An electrica1 insulator 20 of an elongated type 
having 8, Irounded end 2 I and formed With a longi 

| tudinal projection 22 on the opposite end is posi 
* tioned in each pair of aligned openings I3 and I 4 
; such that' the projection 22 is disposed in the 
opening 14 and the rounded end 21 engages the 
inner Surface of the outer conductor as shown in 

| Figs. 1' and 2. • 
Materia1 of which insulators 20 8re made Haas 

a dielectric constant, Which is high compared t0 
that of the Surrounding medium causing nearby 
electroStatic lines of force to paSS through the 
inSulators 20 in preference to the more direct 

- radial path to ground through the Surrounding 
medium. IDue to the Skin effect at high frequen 

- cies, however, or the tendency for current - to 
croWd to the outermost edges and Surfaces of 

', the inner conductor, a concentration’ of lines of 
force in the. Vicinity of the point of engagement 
between the inner conductor 12 and the individ 
u81 ·insulators 20, which Would otherwise exist, 
is avoided by means - of the internally projecting 
perimeter 15. IFHence, there will be a relatively 
Small amount of current flowing along the inner 
conductor at this point. In other Words, the 
large Surface ... area, provided by the inwardly 

· projecting perimeter I5 results in a relatively 
* wide distribution of the electroStatic lines of 
force. • • • 

. This eliminates a high Voltage gr8dient in the 
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ner conductor I? and individual insulators 20 
thereby reducing the tendency of flash-OWer 8long 
the Surface of the individual insulators 20., 8uch 
distribution of the electroStatic lines of force is 
illustrated in. Fig. 3. Thus, the inwardly pro 
jecting perimeters I5 Serve to control the flash 
over factor of the individual insulators 20 which 
factor may be made higher, if desired, than the 
flash-OVer factor of the concentric conductor 
line per Se. The radius of the perimeter |!5 de 
termines, for a given insulator and conductor 
diameter, Whether the fiaSh-over factor of the 
individual insulators 20 will be greater or less 
than th8t of the concentric conductor line. A 
Sufficiently large radius is usually chosen for 
the perimeters. 15 so that the flash-over factor 
Of the individual insulatOrs 20 will be higher than 
the fla Sh-Over factor of the concentric conduc 
tor line, • 

IFig. 4 is generally Similar to Fig. 1 and illus 
trates an insulator 40 comprising a cylindrica1 
|portion 4l of one diameter and a cylindrical por 
tion 42 of a Smaller diameter. "The portion. 42 
is disposed in a pair of diaumetrically aligned 
openingS 43 8nd 44 |provided in the inner conduc 
tor. Shoulder 45 formed by the junction of the 
|portionS 4 I and 42 engages the periphery of the 
inner COnductor in a cup-Shaped portion. 46 in 
which the opening 43 is embodied. Preferably, 
the Shoulder 45 aSSumes a curvilinear shape that 
|lends itself in a ready fit to the curvature of the 
Oulter Surface of the ºinner conductor. 

Fig. 5 is Similar to Fig. 1 except that both 
diametrically aligned openings are formed with 
internally projecting perimeters and a unitary 
inSulator 50 extends therethrough. 
In the above arrangement:S, it is obvious that 

the insulators are precluded from longitudinal 
displacement on the inner conductor during the 
Operations of (d) Slipping the outer conductor 
Onto the inner conductor, and (?) in handling 
an assembled concentric conductor -line in the 
field. Consequently, the concentric relation be 
tWeen the inner conductor and outer conductor is 
Iretained at all points along the 1ine. 
In addition, pin-type insulators with their 

Iminimum mass of highl dielectric material inter 
Vening betWeen the inner and outer conductors 
tend to cause minimum dielectric loSSes and also 
Iminimum disturbances in the distribution of the 
potential gradient on the outer Surface of the 
inner conductor. This obviates the production of 
relatively Steep Voltage gradients on the outer 
Surface of the inner conductor in the vicinity of 

Consequently, Signaling Voltages 
that are Substantially equivalent in magnitude 

.. to Voltages allowed by a line of the same dimen 
SiOns ha:Ving air or gas dielectric intervening ex 
clusively between the inner and outer conductors, 
Or an air or gas dielectric line of the same dimen 
SiOns provided with ideal insulators for main 
taining concentric Spacing therebetween, may be 
applied to the line without causing the produc 
tion of corona, or fiaSh-over. 

Furthermore, it is evident that a pin-type in 
Sulating arrangement 1ends itself to the facile 
8SSembly of a concentric conductor line or the 
expeditious replacement of defective insulators. 
In the latter event, a defective insulator can be 

· Iremoved and replaced without disturbing the 
Cther insulators, which is not so in the case of 
Iring-type inSulatorS 8s a11 insulators leading to 
the defective One must be removed before the 
latter can be replaced. In addition, the inward 

wicinity of the points of contact between the in- 7? .ly projecting perimeters obviate the need of ac 
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curately fitting the insulators as the extent of 
the air-gaps intervening between the latter and 
the inner conductor is unimportant. Conse 
quently, concentric conductor lines according to 
this invention involve substantially reduced 
cOStS. 
While the invention is particularly described 

in connection with a concentric conductor line 
having a tubular inner conductor, it is obvious 
that it is equally well Suited to concentric con 
ductor lines provided with SOlid inner conduc 
torS. 

It is understood that the invention is capable 
of modifications other than those disclosed here 
in, and the Scope thereof together With Such 
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Imodifications is defined in the appended claimns. . 
VVhat is claimed is: • 
1. A cOncentric conductor tranSmiSSiOn line 

comprising tubular inner and outer conductors, 
Said inner conductor. having a plurality of pain's 
of diametrically aligned openings, each of Said 
pairs comprising openings having different di 
ameters, the opening of 1arger diaumeter being 
provided with a perimeter depressed below the 
Outer Surface of the inner conductor, and insu 
|latOrS to maintain concentric Spacing between 
S8id conductorS, each - insulator comprising tWo 
|portions of different diameters and a shoulder 
formed at the junction of Said two portions, each 
inSulator being disposed in one of Said pairs of 
8ligned openingS Such that the portion of the 
Smaller diameter is positioned in the cu?onung of 
Smaller diameter and is terminated on one end 
Substantially at the Outer Surface of the inner 
conductor with the shoulder in engagement with ° 
8. portion of the inner Surface of the inner con 
ductOr in the Wicinity of the opening of the Small 
er diameter, and such that the portion of the 
1arger diameter is positioned in the opening of 
1arger diameter to engage the depressed perim 
eter thereof and extend from the shoulder to 
the inner Surface of the outer conductor. ? 
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2. A concentric conductor transmission 1ine 

comprising tubular inner and outer conductors, 
Said inner conductor hawing a plurality of pairs 
of diametrically aligned openings, one opening 
of each of Said aligned pairs having its perime 
ter depreSSed below the outer Surface of the in: 
Iner COnductor, and inSulators to maintain con 
centric Spacing between Said conductors, each 
imSulator comprising two portions of different 
diameters and a shoulder formed at tha junction 
of Said two portions, each insulator being posi 
tioned Such that the portion of Smaller disameter 
is disposed in one of Said pairs of aligned open 
imgS and is terminated on one end Substantia]]y 
at the outer Surface of the inner conductor with 
the Shoulder in engagement with the inner con 
ductOr, and Such that the portion of larger diame 
ter extends from at least the depressed perimeter 
to a, Substantially diametrically opposite portion 
of the inner Surface - of the... outer conductor. 

3. A concentric conductor transmission · line 
comprising tubular inner and outer conductors, 
Said inner conductor having a plurality of pain's 
of diametrically aligned openingS, on8 opening 
of each of Said ipairs having its perimneter de 
pressed below the outer Surface of the inner cora 
ductor, and insulators to maintain c?:ncentri? 
Spacing between Said inner and Outer COnductOrS, 
each insulator comprising two portions of differ 
ent diameters and a shoulder formed at the junc 
tion of Said two portions, each inSulator being j?o 
sitioned.in one of Said pairs of aligned openingS 
Such that the portion of Smaller dia.meter cx 
tends substantially between the outer Surface of 
the depressed perimeter · and the outer ?urface 
of a, Substantially dia.metrically Opposite portion 
of the inner conductor With the Shoulder, in e)?- 

· gagement with the outer Surface of the depressed 
40 

|perimeter, and Such that the p01rtion Of larger 
diameter extends from the Shoulder to the intiner 
Surface of the outer conductor. ` 

PHIIILLTP JH. SMITHI. 


